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The final scribbles are always the toughest to analyses and today I must present 3 counts: The first (Fig. 1A) has 

micro-c of minute-b of minor-a underway. It will seek a marginal higher high above today’s high and then price will 

turn south. A move below SPX2466 will confirm this count. The 2nd count(1B) is the most bullish and has micro-3 of 

minute-v underway to SPX2502-2508 ideally; as the whole advance off the SPX2459 low to today’s SPX2480 high 

could have been a leading diagonal first wave. Those are extremely difficult to count and mostly only known in 

hindsight. The 3rd count, is more like the 1st count (1C): it also aims for a marginal higher high to complete the b-

wave of micro-c of minute-iv to SPX2455ish. After that price will be in minute-v. Hence, there’s 1 bearish count, 1 

immediate bullish count, and one less immediate bullish count. Bears better step it up or will lose the fight once 

again. 

Figure 1. SPX 1-min charts. A) minute-b of minor-a underway? B) micro-3 of minute-v underway? C) micro-c of 

minute-iv underway? 
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Yesterday’s non-ideal A.I. buy signal (dotted green arrow: not all 3 TIs that make up the A.I. dropped <20 to then 

turn up >20 the same day), got confirmed today, but he MACD and Money Flow Index remain weak. Price is still 

above all SMAs (5d to 200d) and above all important trendlines. Hence, the daily chart, today, tells us to continue to 

look for higher prices, albeit the advance is then likely going to be continued choppy 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: TIs trying to point back up, price still in uptrend and above all important SMAs. 
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I wanted to show several other indices (INDU, COMPQ, RUT) as all are IMHO in different counts. Hence, trying to 

apply a uniform count to all is not appropriate. As said before: each index is on its own and should be treated as 

such. Trying to find parallels that are not there can be a deadly mistake. First up the INDU, which surpassed the ideal 

$21,800 target (2.000x Fib extension). Next target: 2.236x extension at around $22,355, with the next at $22,450-

$22,750. The ElliottWave count suggests price is close to completing (blue) nano-iii of micro-3 of minute-iii of minor-

5 of intermediate-v of major-3 of Primary-V. Thus there’s still some scribbels left, as minor-5 exteds.  Extensions can 

never be forecasted unfortunately. All TIs are on a buy and tell us to look for higher prices going forward. Price is 

above all trendlines and SMAs: bullish. Ps: I may be off by 1-degree and the DOW may now be completing micro-3 

instead of nano-iii. It all depends on how the (green) minor-4 low is counted (failed flat instead?!) 

Figure 3. DOW close to finishing hard of 3rd of a 3rd wave for an extended minor-5 of intermediate-v 
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The COMPQ found support at the 20d SMA and closed again above the black uptrend line. With price still above this 

line and above all SMAs, it is still a bullish chart despite the most likely EW count. Price needs to close below the 20d 

and black trendline to now suggest intermediate-iii has completed. 

Figure 4. COMPQ: despite AAPL closed flat today, but found support at 20d SMA, prior resistance/top, and trendline 
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The RUT compared to especially the INDU is in much worser shape as it closed right at its 50d SMA (down 5 out of 

the last 6 days). Intermediate-v of major-3 was most likely an ending diagional triangle and major-4 should retrace 

back to the green S/R zone. This chart clearly shows that using one index vs another can lead to whole different 

conclusions. What this does show is that the current market is not a risk-on market. Small caps are not leading, the 

big caps/cyclicals are… The generals are now ahead of the troops and often that’s not the best of signs. Regardless, 

one should therefore also be positioned differently when trading for example the DOW vs the RUT. 

Figure 5. RUT daily chart: counts best as having completed an EDT for intermediate-v of major-3 
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Breath deteriorated today, as the McClellan Oscillator for the S&P500 end at -11 and thus the SPX-SI (summation 

index of the MO), continues to turn down. It is still on a buy, but a higher market closer on weaker breadth is suspect. 

That’s not a strong, broad based rally; rather a one trick pony… The dotted red line on the RSI14 continues to show 

the possible similarties with June 2016 and February 2017 setups; which is gaining traction by the day. Hence, caution 

remains adviced. Figure 6B shows the % of stocks above their 200d SMA, on a weekly closing basis, and we can 

clearly see the short- and intermediate-term negative divergence (red lines) with the SPY, whereas there’s also very 

long term negative divergence (orange line) going back to the absolute high made in September 2009 (kick off wave 

for this Bull!). Like the % of stocks above their 50d SMA chart I showed yesterday, this 200d chart also shows 

underlying deteriorating conditions, with more and more stocks performing wore and worse. Note the % above 200d 

SMA is more of a longer term indicator vs the % above 50d SMA chart. 

Figure 6. A) SPX-SI turning down as breadth deteriorates. B) % stocks above their 200d SMAs deteriorating 
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In conclusion: Although under the hood things are clearly deteriorating with negative market breadth, the SPX-SI 

topping out, more and more stocks falling below their 50d and 200d SMA short to longer term, and 4 different 

indices now in 4 different counts; the market continues to make things extremely difficult short term. And these 

negative divergences can last for some time before they finaly show up in price (e.g. the maket can stay irretional 

longer than you can stay solvent 😉). A break above SPX2484 targets SPX2488-2508 with an ideal target of 

SPX2502-2508 in the case of “one more minute-wave up). A break below SPX2466 targets SPX2455ish, where the 

market can then decided to rally to SPX2488-2508 or only bounce and then roll over (minute-iv, v vs minor-a, b 

counts). We’ll know soon enough. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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